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SOLOE THE MysTERY I
ONCE UPON A CRIME: FOOL1!SGOLD

Is Leroy McClumsy a fraud? If not, then who stole Leroy's gold and
replaced it with the fool's gold?

In the space below, write a listof the clues that you discovered during your investigation.
Include a brief outline explaining how each clue helped you decide which suspects to
eliminate from your list.

D _

D __

D _

D _

D __

uDWell done!
Upon your brilliant discovery, you make a phone call to SheriffStar.Together, you place
the handcuffs on the culprit and drive to Tale Town's Court Hall of Justice.

!D Oops! Try again!

No, that isnot the person responsible for the Fool's Gold. Go back, check your work,
and try again. 11
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"Granny, we found your cherries at the market. Thisleprechaun
had them all painted in gold."

"Oh my! I thought all of those pesky bluebirds ate them. Why would this
naughty leprechaun steal my cherries and then paint them in gold? Seems like
an odd thing to do. It wouldn't be that easy to fool anyone with painted
cherries. Iwanted to make a cherry pie today; I guess Iwill have to make a key
lime pie instead. None for the little thief though, maybe he can go and pull out
all the weeds from my garden for his crime."

"I'll show you the tree,
detective. It isjust to the
left of the front gate of
the garden."

"Why doesn't anyone believe me? I
DIDN'T DO IT!I had a real pot of gold, I
found it at the end of a rainbow. The true
thief stole my gold and tricked me by
placing your stolen cherries inside my pot."

Little Red~------------------~

Yougo !o in~p~ctthe.cherry free.al'ldflnd.th~ following:
(J Only tvv'er)tycherries rernoin ot.the top ot the tree.
(J A ""Tinkled recelpt.for two goldspray paint cans from Arthur's Art Shop.
(J A ladder isstashed away behind the mulberry bush.

CLUE5 - Fill in the missing letters to complete the answers in the comprehension questions below.
Then match the letters with the numbers into the empty boxes to reveal a clue!

Use the reading text above to answer the questions below. Highlight where vou find the answers in the text above as evidence.

1. What does Granny plan to make instead of cherry pie? Key_im_ p_e
123

2. Why does Granny think painting cherries gold isan odd thing to do? Becauseit wouldn't

bethat_asy to __ ol an_one with pa__ ted _he_rie_.
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3. Where isthe cherry tree located? Tothe I_f_ of the f__ n__ ateof the9_rden.
13 14 15 16 17 18 19

4. How many cherries do you see left on the tree? __ e_ty cherries
20 21 22

5. What items are listed on the receipt you find? Two_ol_ spr_y paint _ans.
23 24 25 26

6. What shop isthe receipt from? Ar__ ur's Art S_op
27 28 29

7. Where do you find a ladder? Beh_nd the_ul_erry bus_.
30 31 32 33

I I I I I I
17 28 2 10 28 4 15 11 7 27 33 3 13 5

1'0 I I I
21 25 12 9 20 23 6 16 24 19 14

I I I
26 1 30 31 32 8 22 18
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4. VISITLOCATION: Princess Cailio
Likea true··hero,you keep your promise'tothe n a s
Calliopelivesin. Leroytags along, sulkingthewholetime about hisseriesof unfortunateeventsthis
morning.
Fred the Frog Prince

"Thank you for the food detective, and for taking me to the Princess' castle. You
were true to your word, a noble act indeed. I'll remember this.

Oh, look! There's King Midas strolling in the front garden of the castle. Be careful
not to shake hishand, Detective, or you will turn into gold!"

"PrincessCalliope made a promise
that the frog could stay here for
food and shelter while waiting for
the coming storm to pass.Your
Highness,do you think you could
please turn these fake gold

rriesinto real old for me?"

"Stand back! Watch this; I can turn all of these
flowers into gold by the touch of my hands.
Oh, I love gold, I could always do with more.
Hey, what's with the frog on your shoulder?"

"NO! ThisisMY special ability, I'm the
one who has to live with it, so I'm the
only one who should benefit from it.
Leave the frog and be gone!"

CLUE4 - Fill in the missing letters to complete the answers in the comprehension questions below.
Then match the letters with the numbers into the empty boxes to reveal a clue!

Use the reading text above to answer the questions below. Highlight where you find the answers in the text above as evidence.

1. Where isKing Midas? In the fr__ t _ a_ den of the _ a e.
1234 5678

2. What does Fred caution you about? Notto _ h_ke a s with K
9 10 TI 1213 141516

M da_
17 18

3. How did King Midas turn the flowers into gold? By chi_g the fI__ erswith his
19 20 21 22 23 24

ads.
25 26

4. Why isthe frog at the castle? BecausePr__ c_ss Calliopemadea
27 28 29

the frog could s _ ay at the cas_le for f__ d and
32 33 34 35

coming stor to pass.
38

pr_ mis_ that
30 31

shel_er while wa_ting for the
36 37

I I I I I I
17 7 27 6 12 30 33 18 23 38 31 20

I I I I I I I I I
24 11 35 5 10 26 19 21 4 28 32 25 37

I I I I I
14 22 36 1 16 34 8 13

2 29

15 3 9
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"Thissillyleprechaun thinks that I'm some sort of a fool! He ate the cupca~e
from my stall and then tried to pay with these obviously fake gold~n cherne~!
Look, detective, I cut one open; it's just a regular cherry covered In gold paint.
Iwill not accept such payment. Iwork hard to make a living, so I refuse t.o
have someone in Tale Town trying to cheat their way around. Everyone In Tale
Town will know to watch out for Leroy McClumsy and hisfool's gold by the
end of today."

"I'm telling you, that I had real gold in my pot! I didn't notice the change
until I tried to pay you. You must believe me! I'm not a cheat."

Little Red

I!'A
~~

"Hey, where did you get those cherries from? Granny has a
cherry tree in her garden; it was robbed two days ago, while
Granny was having an afternoon snooze!"

"So this leprechaun isa fraud and a thief! That's it! I'm
calling SheriffStar right now to take you to jail."

You stop Paul from dialing the Sheriff and assure him. that If you fiOd Leroy to be guilty, you will
place the handcuffs on him. yourself ..Out of ..the goodness of your heart and a promise to keep,
you pay Paul for Leroy's cupcake and also buy some bread f()r Fred the Frog Prince.

CLUE 3 - Below is a set of clue riddles or definitions to words written in the reading section crbove. The blank lines
represent missing letters in the word. As you fill in a letter on each blank line, match that letter with the number
underneath into the empty boxes to reveal a clue! The first one is already done.
~ /Ii1JIh/If"tth8 wtJrt/.n,.,., In th8 tut ./1()", ., ,v~.
A small, round stone fruit that istypically bright or dark red. c_h_e r

1 2 3

A usually tall plant, with a trunk, branches and sometimes leaves. ___ e
456

A small, mischievous sprite in Irishfolklore epr ch u
7 8' "9 10

Not real; imitation or counterfeit. f e
11 12

A person who has been tricked into appearing silly.

Something the cherries are covered with. o po _
19 20 2116 17 18

A small cake, baked in a cup-shaped form with icing. cue
22

A short, light sleep, during the day.

I H I I I I I
4 1 6 13 23 24 8 16 28

D I I I I
9 22 2 11 27 12 14 20

____ ze
26 27 28 29

19 26 10 29

17 25 5 15 3

21
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2. VISITLOCATION: Down the Fairy Path
Not long after leaving TinkerBeU'shut, rouh~ar princess~alllope sobbing by the pond. You sit
down next to her and offer a listening ear t.9hear what t~.emaHer.c<;?uldrbe.

"I dropped my golden ball into the pond. I tried to reach into the water, but I
can't get it without ruining my beautiful dress. I really liked that ball.too. :ou .
see, it used to be a regular ball until the great King Midas touched It dunng his
visit to our castle yesterday afternoon. Everything KingMidas touches turns to
gold, it's amazing!"

"Hey, Princess!Iwill fetch your golden ball if you let me come and stay at your
castle? Apparently, there isgoing to be a terrible storm in Tale Town tonight; I'd
really appreciate some food and shelter."

PrincessCalliope hods in pgreement. As the frog returnswith her g.oldenball, the princessbegins
to run.
Fred the Frog Prince

"Well, that was rude and dishonest! Promisesshould never be broken.
Detective, I'll help you with a clue if you can help me to buy some food at
the market and find some shelter before the storm comes tonight?"

y.ousmile at the frogi pickhim up and place him on yourshoulder: As a true hero,.you intend on
keeping your promise to Fred.

You will need to read the text above to look for as what the missing letters are in words listed under the
nouns, verbs and adjectives categories below. Only words in the reading passage above are in the lists below.
Reading is a MUST to check the context of how each word is used. Then match the letters with the numbers into
the empty boxes to reveal a clue! The first one is done for you. ~ IIIfIhHgbt fh6 WfJI'"II IIn'~N In fh6 fut IINW "'
w~ (II"itJn II CfJbr (" MUn" wr/l" IInt1l11/j6cflvftl

NOUNS VERBS ADJECTIVES
b_g_1I she ter _obbing sta olden errible1 9 11 18 22 np- nd arket d d beau ifu_opp_ r n2 10 - 23 24 dis12 13 19 _0_estf_og ouched _elp amaz 28 29
3 - _ng
astl 14 20 25

4 5 fe ch bu- r de-
Pr 15 21 26- n- es- _ppre_ iate6 7 8 16 17

I I
15 28 5 22 19 6 9 27 21

A
4 20 16 12 1 17 23 13 3 25 8 29 2 14

I I
7 24 26 10 11 18
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1. VISIT LOCATION: Tinlle~ !Jell's I-t~t
"Detective, Leroy isn't here. I heard that Paul Piggies got an9ry with him at the
markets. Paul thinks that Leroy is a fraud because he was trying to pay for food
with fake gold! It's a little bit funny, isn't it?"

You ask to investigate Leroy's room. Tinker Bell takes you through her hut to the guest room.
Tinker Bell

"Leroy has been staying with me for three days during his visit to Tale Town. He
was meant to be on hisway to Mathattan this afternoon, but I don't think
he'll be leaving if Paul Piggies doesn't let him go. Plus,without his pot of gold,
he won't be able to buy anything. I don't have much myself, but I can see
what I can scrape up to help him out of the situation at the market."

You find fhe followingif~ms around Leroy's bed:
o A round blue bottle lid.
o One gold coin
o A broken teaf
Tinker Bell

"If it helps, detective, I saw PrincessCalliope playing near the Mystic Pond with
something gold this morning. I recommend that you run over to the Mystic
Pond right now and see if you can catch her!"

CLUE 1
Fill in the missing letters to complete the answers in the comprehension questions below. Then
match the letters with the numbers into the empty boxes to reveal a clue! The first one is done for
you. Use the reading text above to answer the questions below. Highlight where yOU find the answers in the text above as evidence.

1. Who does the hut belong to? T_i nker8_1I
1 2

2. How many days has Leroy been staying in the hut? __ r _ e day_
345 6

3. When was Leroymeant to leave for Mathattan? T is f r
""7 8910 11121314

4. What do you find around Leroy's bed? A ro__ d bl b tie _i_. one old
15 16 ITTIf 1920" 21 22 IT

_o_n and a b_ok_n _ea _.
24 25 26 27 28 29

5. Where did TinkerBellrecommend you go to find PrincessCalliope? _ y c Pon_
30 31 32 33 34

I I
6 19 30 27 13 16 2 28 8 26 23 18

I I'D I I I I
24 12 17 21 34 14 3 29 33 9 25 11 31 1 22 5

I I
20 4 10 7 15 32
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'/ 'sill .. / ....·.~"iiH<1
Oha ..:ttalts "·Y~.Ii:""Suspect ApPearance ~T

Red Hair Friendly Making - Green Hat Needed aLeroyMcClumsy - -
way to payGreen Eyes - Clumsy shoes - Green coat-

Brown for food.Small Sized Adventurous -- -
- Mischievous Shoes

Tinker Bell Blonde Hair - Hot-Tempered Flight - Green Wanted to-
- Brown Eyes - Mischievous Dress playa

Extra Small - Charming - Earrings prank on-
Sized - Selfless - Lipstick Leroy.

Rumpelstiltskin - Blonde Hair - Cheerful Spins - Orange Hat Seeks more
- Brown Eyes - Sly straw into - Black Belt wealth.
- Medium - Mischievous gold - Brown

Sized - Selfish Shoes

IIsebill the - Red Hair - Bossy Baking - Brown Seeks more
Fisherman's - Blue Eyes - Greedy Cakes Dress wealth.

Wife - Medium - Hot-Tempered - Necklace
Sized - Selfish - Lipstick

Blunderborethe - Brown Hair - Hot-Tempered Strong - Ring Seeks more
Giant - One Blue - Loud - Brown Belt wealth.

Eye - Mean - Blue
- Large Sized - Lazy Trousers

Jack 'Beanstalk' - Brown Hair - Foolish Climbing - Brown Needed a
Spriggins - Green Eyes - Adventurous Shoes way to pay

- Small Sized - Lazy - Orange Bag for food.
- Greedy - Blue Coat

King Midas - Blonde hair - Selfish Everything - Crown Seeks more
- Brown Eyes - Greedy he touches - Red Robes wealth.- Medium - Foolish turns to - Necklace

Sized - Bossy gold

Princess - Black Hair - Playful Dancing - Crown Wanted to
Calliope - Brown Eyes - Selfish - Blue Dress playa- Medium - Polite - Earrings prank on

Sized - Dishonest Leroy.
OliverTwist - Blonde Hair - Polite Pick- - Brown hat Needed a- Brown Eyes - Nervous pocketing - Brown coat way to pay

- Small Sized - Clumsy - Black Belt for food.
- Shy

Alice - Blonde Hair - Clumsy Singing - Blue Dress Wanted to
'Wonderland' - Blue Eyes - Curious - Black Shoes playa

Liddel - Small Sized - Polite - Silver prank on
- Shy Bracelet Leroy.
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Detective, your phone is ringing, answer it · · ·
"Top '0' the morning to ye Detective! Unfortunately, it's a bit of a sad morning for
me, and I'm going to need your help fast. Now, I know I can be a little bit clumsy,
and I have a reputation for losing me gold from time to time, but in this case, paul
piggies at the market saysthat my gold isfake! It shouldn't be, I found it at the end
of a rainbow! Anyway, when I tried to pay for my cupcake at Paul's market stall,
he laughed and then just got really mad at me! Paul said that I couldn't fool him
and that I should be ashamed for trying to use fake gold to pay for things.
Unfortunately, I already ate the cupcake, so now he won't let me go until I pay for
the food with real gold. Paul isalso threatening to turn me over to the police for
fraud! He refusesto believe that I didn't know my gold was fake. Please,
detective, you must help prove that I am not a cheat, fix my reputation and figure
out who has my real gold!"

You question why Leroy didn't realize th(2t his gold wasn't real before going to the market.

"Look,.I'm not a morning person, so I didn't notice that something was
odd Withmy gold straight away. After Paul got mad, that's when I took a
clos~r I?ok at n:'ygold. The~hape has changed from what I remember,
but It stili looks like gold. At firstglance, it could very easily be mistaken fo
~he~~al~ealt Paul keep~ angrily rambling on that they are just cherries Ir
. 0tnf ukners and how. this could've happened. How did my gold turn .
In 0 a e golden chernes?"

You suggest that, if Leroy is telling the tr thit with something fake so that he WOUld~'t~s~me~ne~ro~abIYstole his g()ld and switched
information before accepting his case. 0 ce s raight away. You ask Leroy for further

"I've been staying with my friend r k .
hut beneath the large old willow tr~ee; ~ell;n the FairyForest.W_eboth share a
bed; I don't even think TinkerBellkne~ itep me a p~t of gol~ hidden behind my
there last night before Iwent to bed b t ~as th~re. I m certain that it was still
some.time between when Iwent to sle~ e SWitchmust've happened
morning around 10:30 a m I can't b I' p and before Iwent to the market this

. . e leve how unlucky I've been today!"

You a~ree to investigaJeleroy's case You tell Ler
you will begin trying to solve this .foOI'~gId . .t oy to rem~lncalm and assure him that

.. 0 mys ery Immediately.

On the following pages, you win be ...' '. . .
complete each page go ..over ou . Vlsl.tlnglocations to disc:over clues As ou
discover:edeli"'inat~s 4 ChC®~te~::,~b~ s~~pe~t's li~t to see if 4ny' info!",ation
gold or out if Leroy ;s not.· . ... s ea Ingh eroy s pot of gold with the fake

you t e truth'.
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8 V 8

78

790
367 _ __in.

Write the division equation.

6x20 = 12xl0

True False

5. Finn has 5 gold coins.
Stumpy has twice as many coins as Finn.
Paddy has three times as many coins as Stumpy.

Howmany coins does Paddy have?

4A4
IO~8

Howmany pieces between 0 and I? _

WhatfractioniS~?- O?- ~?-

How many gold coins ~
did you collect in all? ~
(Use a calculator to
add the coins from
each page. Don't

forget this
I too!)

n~
I II t I

o

Use these numbers to make five 3-digit numbers
that are all greater than 500.

~ ~ I.
S 2.

~ 3.
Cf e

4.
~ 5.

Common Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MARCH

... I I~

. There once was a leprechaun named Finn,
Who now says that math makes him grin!--You've helped him to see,
That math is easy I
When you try hard

and never give in!



Name ------------------------------------------=

DOWN

I) 300

DOD

..................1. If 48 green jellybeans 2.
are shared equally by 6
friends J how many does

__ Ieach friend get? Write the

Fill in numbers to
make this true.

worl< spqceLeprech·~·LAhS)····-··E
rite Hiclil"9 p'ClcelN§~~of,~otes I"

............................................... " .....

Where are you
most likely to

find a leprechaun?

5. Make a bar graph using the data from this table. ttt. I)

2)

ACR

- 125

OSS

Don't
forget
titles'

Draw spots on the mushrooms to show 4 x 9.

4x9=

5. Divide the distance between
o and 1 into thirds.

Draw a © at +. Draw a l::,. at ~ .

Fill in number.
J,

o
© In the Math LabCommon Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MARCH



Side 2
so 2.00 w

I~~
~,
ctl

:::s rtc zr
3 ctl

0- :::s
~ ctl

~ ~

~ 5.
~ d' Q.l

Z 0..
C zr c ctl
-I Q.l I 0 -<r+ I Dig}-=i' m :::s

Q.l ctl
Q.l Q.l -+! mo..~ 0.. ~ zctl _,
0..0 0 C"\) :::s < 0

~
-+!

(ii' rtzr
(ii'

Write any number
that comes between.

398 __ 424

OHNO!!!Look what Paddy did! Hetumed these math problems sideways!

x ---

:::::; 3- 0..
{,.'; 0.:.

w ~ rt

12:
zrI ctlrt -<ctl

:::s rt CJl
"UC zr m3 ctl :::s

0- :::s 0..
ctl ctl S'I ~~ 9L

~
Do 'lOLA I<I"OW

the colors of C\

OnMondayI it rained for 40
minutes. It rained for half

that time on Tuesday. It also rained
45 minutes on both Thursday and
Friday.Howmany total minutes did
Finnspend in the rain?

8 = 8

Lf. Complete the fact. Then write three related facts.

=

Drawand shade + using two
different models.

8

© In the Math Lab

x =--- --- ---
= 56

Common Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MAR.CH

Fillin number.
J,

=



Name _

1.
8 x 4-

is
less than SO.

Max has a toy cube. Eachside has
4- dots. How many
dots in all?

••
dots

2. 12 x 7 3. How many pieces between 0 and I? __

What fraction is ~? - O? - ~?-

5. Color of CupcakeSprinkles

__ cupcakes

is equal to

Green eee
Orange eE7 f!}e
Rainbowee

__ .... above, how many
cupcakes are there in all?

Six baby birds in a nest.
Two flyaway. What
fraction is left?

" 0 ~.. I I I I ~
0

OJMalley'sBakery uses 3 colors
of sprinkles on their cupcakes.
How many fewer cupcakes have
rainbow sprinkles than orange?

Do this:
8x6= _

80x6= _
800x6= _

Lt. Measure the line of horseshoes to the nearest Y4 in. and 011.

in. cm

KEYe = 4- cupcakes

worl< spctce

5

Common Core Daily Math for 3d Grade: MARCH

3.
Study this:
6x6=36

60x6=360- -
600 x 6 =3,600

5. .. Is a four-leaf clover
a polygon?

Yes No
Why or why not?

RII in number.
J,

© In the Math Lab



Put dots on1- .
P . Iut stripes on4" .
Put x's on the rest.

What fraction
havex's?

less than greater than
_l_ _l_
2 2

D Howmuchdoes the
-4¢- puzzle cost? ¢

Finnneeds help! Helphim
sort the fractions. ~

1. Theparty will start
half an hour before 2.
What time will the party
start?

3. FinnJsfriend, Paddy~is full of mischief.
Hepainted his fingernails and toenails
green. Thenhepainted the fingernails
and toenails of 3 of his friends while
they were sleeping!Howmanynails
did hepaint in all?

10 less?
100 less? _ nails

NAPPI
$oinf PoiricRs Doy

Measure the line of shamrocks
to the nearest Y'4 in. and cm.

Some peoplebelievethat
leprechaunsstore their gold
coins in a pot at the end of
the rainbow.Whatwould

you do with a real pot
of gold?

__ in. cm

Common Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MAR.CH

is calleda shamrock.

Fillin number.
J,

© In the Math Lab



Name __

Oneof Finn's gold coins is the size
of a quarter. Howmany gold coins
do you think you could pick up with
one hand?

I I

2.
287+D=542

Part Part Whole

worl< 5?ctce

Ohno! Finn's friend, StumpyJ is stealing some of
Finn's gold coins. Finn had 124coins. Now he has
86. Howmany coins did Stumpy steal?

2. ~ Howmanymore 3. Draw spots on the mushrooms to show 4 x 7.
squares must be shaded
to show !shaded?

coins---

Mqi<e qt"\ estilYlqte 5...............................

___ more squares
4x7=

t.t. A cup of green dandeliontea weighs 690 grams. A tall glass 5
of green punch weighs 865 grams. Howmuch lighter is the tea

than the PU~ 9

~

. I)

2)

ACR

DOWN

I) 592
- 243

OSS

2) 163+ 485 =

Common Core Daily Math for 3rdGrade: MARCH

Fillin number.
J,

© In the Math Lab



Side 2

3.

.. I
o

1. Write the next
3 even numbers.

22

2. Write the next
3 odd numbers. Drawa shapewith a perimeter of 18.

11111111111

What is the area
of the shape?

__ sq. units

47

. ShowFinnwhere these fractions 5.
go on this number line.

I 4 _§_
"6 "6 6

5 =

This is part of a necklaceAnnemade.There are 32 beads in
the whole necklace.Thebeads follow a pattern.
Howmany ~ are in AnneJswhole necklace?

~beads--

4

2. t Howmany
AnneJsnecklace?
(Remember:There are 32
total beads.)

Finnmeasured his height
using horseshoes. -+
Heis 5 horseshoes tall.
If you measureFinn
using gold coinsJ -+ •
how tall do you think he
would be?Makean estimate ..;;::.:;;;;;;

5. t Doyou need more or fewer gold
coins than horseshoes to measure
FinnJsheight?

Fill in number.
J,

__ ~beads

Write a division equation to describe this model.

000000no nonon non =nnnon Why?

More Fewer

Common Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MARCH © In the Math Lab



Name ___

1. Write the value of
<rS:.;.j~"t;.::·(iiml the 4 in each number. worl< 5pClce

24 _

342 _

456

Puzzle

I I I I
How much does the

Day

Common Core Daily Math for 3dGrade: MARCH

2.Write any number that
comes between.

823 852

5.

3 15 X 5 =

'1111111111111111
1111'1111111+.--+--=--

FIN N is:

F - Friendly
I - Irish
N - Naughty

Mqrch MqqneSS

March is basketball month! Aiden has been saving his
money to buy a new basketball. Hehas five $5 bills. The
basketball costs $27,45. Howmuch more money does

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Study this:
3x4=12

3Qx4=12Q
300 x 4 = 1/200

Do this:
4x6=

40 x6=
400x6= __

5. Finn keeps making the same mistake
when he subtracts. What is he doing
wrong? Pleaseexplain:

75
Fihh'S - 48
~hswer -+ 33

Fill in number.
J,

an extra coin!



Side 2
1. If 28 greenjellybeans
are sharedequally by 4
friends I howmany does
eachfriend get? Write
the equation.

2. 3.
"tic.:

'" -
-:;,

... _ '. _,:1, ....<',:' •••••••••••••..••••••••••• ::.:IJ;..•••••
J> ~, :

Rnding a four-leaf clover is luck~. . ;. "WY'iorl< st>C\ce
Rnn has 48 four-leaf clovers. HISfriend f""

10 less?

20 less?

has 23. About howmanymore does
Rnn have? (Roundeachnumber to
the nearest 10.)

about _

5.
••••••••••••••••••••

Finncannot think of a fraction that is
less than +. Helphimplease!

_!_>
2

5 x 40 = 80 + 80 + 40

True False

Lt. Countby 4s. Start at 400.
•• • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • •••• • • • • • • • • • • •• •

5>. Dividethe distance between 0 and I
into fourths. Drawa © at + .

• •
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

•••••

400

Tamarahas abig bag
of Lucky Charms®
marshmallows.How
manymarshmallows
are in her bag?

the time your class
has lunch.

3. l' Finnsays there are 25 fewer hearts than
moons in Tamara'sbag of marshmallows.Is he
correct? YES NO

Whyor why not? coin!

Collect

Write the number of
coins from this page.

.t.
••••• o
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Name ------------------------------------
1. It's almost Spring! 2.
23 robins are in the park.
Some flyaway. Now
there are 8 robins. How
many flew away?

What number
is this?

6 hundreds
17 tens
9 ones

There once was a leprechaun named Finn, vvor-k spctce
Who said that math made his head spin!

Can you help him with math?
Set him on the right path?

Canyou show him please how to begin?

Lt. I)

2)

ACR

DOWN

I) 672
- 149

5. Finn has no idea how to solve this problem. Canyou show him
to move the = sign to make the problem easier? Please solve this,

I 5 = .,. 3 I and explain it to Rnn here:

IIIIIII """

OSS

Shadet .

Twice the sum:

Collect 5 gold
coins at the end
of each day for

your good work!
Collect the extra
coins, too!

3. Write a multiplication equation that shows how
many spots are on the mushrooms.

532 ~523+IO

x

Write the number of
gold coins you collect
on each page. DonJt
forget to collect the

extra s.

Day

Lt. Doyou believe in leprechauns?

=

What is twice the sum of these tiles?

Sum of tiles:

Use these digits to make
the largest number
possible.

Common Core Daily Math for 3rdGrade: MARCH © In the Math Lab



Date:Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:5

Weclne.clap
Write the number 328 in each form.

Word:

Expanded:

Kevin has 382 toy cars in his collection. Rounded to
the nearest hundred, how many toy cars does Kevin
have?

In a field, there are 589 daisies and 485 dandilions.
How many flowers are there altogether?

Find the product.

7x7= ---
6

x 7

9x12= _

7
x4

6
x6

On her birthday, Martha received 6 boxes of
chocolates. Each box of chocolates has 12 pieces
inside. How many pieces of chocolate does Martha
have?

Find the quotient.

30+5= _ 32+8= _

Draw a shape with 2 sets of parallel sides and no right
angles.

36+9= _ 84+12= __

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.

Luis took 2 hours and 20 minutes to complete his yard work. He
finished at 1:15pm. What time did he start his yard work?

o 1
8

1
3

Fill in the missing number.

1: =0
Joshua has an eraser that has a mass of 5 grams, a
pencil grip with a mass of 8 grams, and a pencil with a
mass of 28 grams. What is the total mass of all the
items?

Find the perimeter of the rectangle.
gem

4 em L----I _____.

What is the area?

The perimeter of an equilateral triangle is 15 inches.
What is the length of each side?

Hint: Equilateral triangles have 3 equal sides.

You have 14 small stickers on your desk. The chart below tells you the length of each sticker. Create a line
plot to show the lengths of all stickers.

1
© One Stop Teacher Shop



Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:5 Date:

Moncla. laetcla.
Order the numbers from greatest to least.

765 567 655

Round each number to the nearest 10 and 100.
10 100

At the rug store there are 683 rugs. This weekend
389 rugs were sold, how many rugs do they now
have?

488
545
953

Find the product.

11 x5= _

3

6x8= ---
5 8

x 8

There is 48 ounces of orange juice in the pitcher. 6
people are going to share the orange juice. How many
ounces of juice will each person receive?

Find the quotient.

63+7= _ 22 + 11 = _

What are the attributes of the shape below?

/ /

54+6= _ 40+8= _

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.
5
6 o 5

12

Draw a fraction that is equivalent to 1/6.

~ 0
Bill is eating a bowl of cereal. The cereal has a mass
of 105 grams. The bowl has a mass of 440 grams.
What is the total mass of his cereal and bowl?

Kristin started cooking dinner at 4:35pm. It took her 1 hour and 25 minutes to finish. What time did she finish?

What is the perimeter of the rectangle below?

I I I I I I I I
What is the area?

Find the perimeter and area.
4ft

What is the length of the paper clip?

[ 111111111"1111111111
012 345

4ft10 ft

3ft

What is the length of the pencil?

[ 11"11"1111111111111"111"11"1"111"11
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

© One Stop Teacher Shop



Name: Wee IV a eVlew- a e:

Wednesda" Thu.sda"
Write the number 806 in each form. There are 471 trees at Berchmeer Park. To the

Word:
nearest hundred, about how many trees are there at
Berchmeer Park?

Expanded:

Carlos does 138 jumping jacks during gym class. On Valentine's Day, Jessie wants to give each of his 8
John only does 89. How many more jumping jacks best friends 3 lollypops. How many lollypops will he
did Carlos do than John? need to buy?

Find the product. Find the quotient.

5x7= 7 x 12 = 45 + 5 = 48 + 8 =

6 7 6 45 +9 = 36 + 12 =
x12 x9 x4

Draw a shape with 4 equal sides. Fill in the missing number.

+=0 5 =0--
5

Compare the fractions using >, <, or=. On Monday, Luis watched 1/2 hour of TV. On
4 0 4 Tuesday, he watched 1/6 of an hour of TV. On which
- - day did Luis watch more TV?8 12

Jan and Susan went to the movies. The movie started at 5:45 and
ended at 7:33. How long was the movie?

A pencil has a mass of 25 grams. If there are 8 A strawberry has a mass of 18 grams. If there are 10
pencils, what is the total mass of all the pencils? strawberries, what is the total mass of all the

strawberries?

Find the perimeter of the rectangle. The perimeter of a regular hexagon is 18 inches.

7 cm What is the length of each side?

5cm

I I
What is the area?

Hint: Regular hexagons have 6 equal sides.

kl M th R Q44 D t
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Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:4 Date:

Mond."
Order the numbers from greatest to least.

903 309 994

Vanessa has 498 baseball cards. Her dad buys her
the latest set of 792 cards. How many cards does
Vanessa now have?

Find the product.

2x5= ---
3

4x8= ---
o 8

x 9

Round each number to the nearest 10 and 100.
10 100

Tlle.d."

678

What are the attributes of the shape below?

D

298
305

There are 48 cookies at the holiday party. 8 of the
party guests are going to share the cookies. How
many cookies will each guest receive?

Find the quotient.

28+7= _

60+6= _

66+11 =__

56+8= _

Draw a fraction that is equivalent to 1/4.

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =. Buddy the dog ate 1/3 of a bowl of food. Freddy the
dog ate 1/4 of a bowl of food. Who ate more food?

Jan and Susan went to the movies. It was 2 hours and 18 minutes long. It ended at 6:00pm. What time did it
start?

o 4
12

8
12

Sandra has 5 toy cars. Each toy car has a mass of 8
grams. What is the total mass of all 5 cars?

o

For snack, Carlos is eating a banana and a bowl of
grapes. The banana has a mass of 75 grams, and the
grapes have a mass of 48 grams. What is the total
mass of Carlos's snack?

What is the perimeter of the rectangle below?

What is the area?

Find the perimeter and area.
2em

Bem
7 em

7em

gem

1 em

© One Stop Teacher Shop



Name: Wee IV Ma eVlew- 4: a e:

Weclne.clap Tha,.clap
Write the number 948 in each form. At Red Brick Elementary School, there are 278

Word:
students in the third grade. Rounded to the nearest
hundred, how many students are there in the third

Expanded:
grade?

There were 850 pounds of firewood in the garage. In Ms. Crawford's class she has 4 groups of students
632 pounds of wood were burned in the fireplace with 7 students in each group. How many students
during winter. How many pounds of firewood are does she have in her class?
leftover?

Find the product. Find the quotient.

?x?= 4 x 12 = 60 + 5 = 56 + 8 =

6 5 6 81 + 9 = 96 + 12 =
x5 x9 x3

Find the total area. Find the area of the square.

5ft 11 in

6ft I 14 ft
7ft 10 in

12 ft

12 ft
Draw a triangle with a right angle. Fill in the missing number.

D 12 =0--
-- = 2 64

Compare the fractions using >, <, or=. In Mary's library, 1/8 of the books are Non-Fiction and

3 0 1
1/4 of the books are Fantasy. Are there more Non-

- - Fiction books or Fantasy books?
4 4

Jay has baseball practice for 1 and a half hours. His practice ends at 6:45pm. What time does Jay's baseball
practice start?

Jonathan is eating a sandwich. The two pieces of If a dictionary has a mass of 1 kilogram, what would
bread have a mass of 25 grams total. The meat and the mass be of 8 dictionaries?
cheese have a mass of 85 grams total. What is the
mass of Johnathan's sandwich in all?

kl th R Q 3 D t
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Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:3 Date:

Mondap
Order the numbers from least to greatest.

378 99 309

Hailey's sticker collection has 479 stickers. Her best
friend has 498 stickers. How many do they have
altogether?

laesdap
Round each number to the nearest 10 and 100.

10 100
35
385
555

There are 24 students in Ms. Crawford's third grade
class. She wants to arrange her students' desks in
groups of 3. How many groups will she make?

Jonny's bedroom has an area of 90 square feet. What
might the length and width of his bedroom be?

Find the product. Find the quotient.

8x5= 8x8= 70 + 7 = 110+11=

3 0 8 42 + 6 = 64 + 8 =
x4 x4 x 1

What is the area of the figure?

Draw a fraction that is equivalent to 1/2.

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.

Every Saturday Jessica has dance class beginning at 11:15am. If her class is 1 hour and 30 minutes long, at
what time will her class end?~------~--------~

o 1

2
1

3

There are 8 slices of pizza. Joey ate 2 slices of pizza
and Chris ate 3 slices. What fraction of the pizza did
they eat altogether?

If the container on the left holds 2 liters, about how
many liters does the r container hold?

o

If the pile of cubes on the left has a mass of 5 grams,
about how many grams is the other pile?

" © One Stop Teacher Shop



Name: Wee IV a eVlew- 4: a e:

Wednesda" Ihu.sda"
Write the number 740 in each form. What is the VALUE of the underlined number?

Word: 7,3§.9 8,02~
Expanded:

808 people said that their favorite color is red. 589 Catherine went to the movies 4 times this week.
people said their favorite color is blue. How many Each time she went she spent $8 on a movie ticket.
more people like red than blue? How much money did she spend going to the movies

this week?

Find the product. Find the quotient.

9x7= 7 x 12 = 50 + 5 = 96 +8 =

6 5 6 63 + 9 = 84 + 12 =
x8 x12 x6

Find the total area. Find the area of the square.
7ft

12in
3ft

I I
4in

11 ft ""4""ft
8ft

3ft
Draw a parallelogram. Fill in the missing number.

6 =0 0--
6 -- =3

3

Compare the fractions using >, <, or=. Jonathan has a bag of marbels. 4/8 of the marbles
are red, and 1/8 of the marbles are blue. Are there

3 0 3 more red or blue marbels?
- -
4 6

Use the number line to solve the problem.
Everyday at 9:15am Jessie takes his dog for a walk for 30 minutes. He then takes the next 2 hours to work on
his computer before he eats lunch. What time does he eat lunch?

Andy wakes up at 6:45am. Before leaving for school, he takes 15 minutes to get dressed and 30 minutes to
eat breakfast. What time does he leave for school?

kl M th R Q 2 D t
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Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:2 Date:

Monclap luesclap
Order the numbers from least to greatest. Round each number to the nearest 10 and 100.

10 100
900199 109 796

302
451

There are 498 students in grades Kindergarten, First,
and Second. There are 589 students in Third,
Fourth, and Fifth. How many students are there
altogether?

Walden has $120. He wants to buy video games that
are $10 each. How many video games can he buy?

Find the quotient.

49+7= _
Find the product.

7x5= ---
3

x9

121 + 11 = _12x8= _

8
x5

4
x4

54+6= _ 32+8= _

What is the area of a square when the side length is What is the area of the figure?
6 inches?

How are the two shapes similar?

Gracie ate 3/8 of the cookies, and Emma ate 3/6.
Who ate more cookies?

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.

o 5
8

5
6

School starts at 8:15am. Recess is 5 hours and 15 minutes later. What time is recess?

Ronnie goes to bed everynight at 8:30pm. He sleeps for 10 hours and 15 minutes. What time does he wake
up?

© One Stop Teacher Shop



Date:Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4: 1

Weclne.clap

2
4

Write the number 203 in each form.

Word:

Expanded:

What is the VALUE of the underlined number?

7,38~ §,,024

After watching American Idol viewers call in and vote
for their favorite contestant. During the first minute of
voting 2,486 people voted. During the second minute
of voting 3,289 people voted. How many more people
voted during the second minute than the first?

Jonathan mows lawns to earn money to buy video
games. If he earns enough money to buy 4 video
games per week, how many weeks will he need to
work to be able to purchase 20 video games?

Find the product.

6 x 12 =
5

~

4x7=

6
x7

9
x6

Find the quotient.

35+7= _ 56+8= _

Find the total area.

108 +9 = _ 48 + 12 = _

Find the area of the square.
11 in

7in

Draw a shape that is a quadrilateral with only one set Fill in the missing number.
of parallel sides.

6

: =0= 3

D
Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.

o 3
4

Use the Elapsed Time Ruler to solve the problem.

Mary colored in 3/8 of the paper, while Ben colored in
3/6 of the paper. Who colored more of the paper?

Robert ate lunch at 11:OOam. He ate a snack 4 and a half hours later. What time did he eat his snack?

12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12
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Name: Weeki Math Review - Q4:1 Date:

Monclap Tllesclap
Round each number to the nearest 10 and 100.

10 100
Order the numbers from least to greatest.

594382548 129
438
595

After watching American Idol, viewers call in and vote
for their favorite contestant. During the first minute of
voting 2,486 people voted. During the second minute
of voting 3,289 people voted. How many people voted
in the first two minutes?

Jonathan mows lawns to earn money to buy video
games. If he earns enough money to buy 3 video
games per week, how many video games will he be
able to buy after 8 weeks of mowing lawns?

Find the quotient.

60 + 12 = ---
Find the product.

7x9= ---
3

x 12

33 + 11 = _8x8= ---
8

x 11
4

x 8
24 +8 = ---72+8= _

What is the area of a rectangle when the length is 12
and the width is 7?

Circle all the fractions that are equivalent to 1/3. t;
~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

How are the two shapes similar?

Katy ran 4/6 of a mile. John ran 3/6 of a mile. Who
ran further?

Compare the fractions using >, <, or =.

o 3
8

4
8

What time is it?

© One Stop Teacher Shop



Sedimentary rocks form when
sand, particles of rock, bits of
soil, and remains of once-living
things press together and
harden.
Sedimentary rocks always form
in layers & underwater. The
bottom layer is always the
oldest
part of
the
rock.

Most fossils are found hidden in
rocks.

Some commonexamples of
sedimentary rocks include:

limestone

sandstone

-.n
73onxen

conglomerate

Metamorphic rocks are rocks that form whenexisting rocks (old
igneous,sedimentary, or other metamorphic rocks) are changed into
newrocks by heat and pressure over a longtime.

CommonExamples:
Just remember that metamorphic
rocks are formed by time. heat. &

pressurel
Marble

(commonlyused
for fireplaces
& counters)

Slate
(used to make
chalkboards)Time Heat Pressure

Directions: Use your flipbook to answer the followingquestions.
1. A is a solid material found in the Earth's crust that is

made up of lor more minerals
2. All are rocks, but not all rocks are '
3. What are the three types of rocks? _

4. What type of rock forms underwater and in layers? _
5. Metamorphic rocks are rocks that have been changed by ________________ ,and ,

6. Granite and basalt are two examples of rocks.
7. What type of rock are most fossils found in? _

Dc
~en
-t-.o::sen



Rocks Flipbook: Cut out each piece on the two pages
and staple together to form a flipbook. Use the
information provided in the book to answer the
questions on the last page.

Name: --------------------------
Created By: Kristyn Copeland

A rock is a solid material found in the Earth's crust
that is made up of lor more minerals. All rocks must
contain at least 1mineral. Allminerals are rocks, but not
all rocks are minerals. A person who studies rocks and
minerals is called a geologist.

There are three types of rocks: igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic. Igneous
rocks are formed when melted rock from
deep below the Earth's surface cools and
hardens. Some commonexamples of igneous
rocks include granite (often used for
countertops), pumice (used at the
nail salon to scrub feet), and basalt
(which makes up most of the ocean floor). basalt
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